$1,000 Transactional Commission

How It Works: When you introduce a potential account to Barpay, and the account goes on to process $25,000 through Barpay, you are instantly deposited $1,000.

Accounts typically process more than $25,000 through Barpay within the first 2 months of being active.

$50 Intro Bonus

Introduce a target venue's decision maker to a Barpay sales representative and when they respond, we pay you $50.

As a way to reward the person you are referring, if they decide to implement Barpay, they will get $50 off their monthly subscription for the first 6 months of their account being active!

Your Responsibility

Create Warm Leads

How It Works: We aren't expecting you to sell Barpay. All we are asking for is a warm introduction to an account(s) that you have an existing relationship with.

Once you introduce the account to a Barpay sales representative, your duties are over, although you can stay as involved with the sale, setup, and launch as you'd like.